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This  article  presents  and  discusses  an outdoor  Test  Reference  Environment  (TRE)  for  double  skin  appli-
cations  of  Building  Integrated  PhotoVoltaic  (BIPV)  Systems.

From  the experience  gained  during  the  past  20 years  in  several  EC research  projects,  an  experimental
tested  design  for  a common  Test  Reference  Environment  is  proposed.  This  outdoor  test  set-up  allows
the  assessment  of  experimental  data for electrical  and  thermal  performance  evaluation  of  photovoltaic
systems  integrated  as  double  skin  applications  in  the  building  envelope.  The  specific  design  of the  Test
ystems
armonisation
utdoor testing
ynamic analysis
odelling

Reference  Environment  makes  it possible  to study  in  a harmonised  way  through  electrical  and  thermal
energy  flow  analysis,  the  impact  of  different  materials  for  PV  modules  and construction  design  of  building
envelopes.  The  energy  balance  for  BIPV double  skin  applications  is  presented  as  well.

The  experimental  data  has been  used  for  validation  of  modelling  work  by  several  academic  groups
which  has  resulted  in  an improved  knowledge  on  the  heat  transfer,  in  particular  the convective  heat

he  sp
exchange  coefficient  for  t

. Introduction

Building Integrated PhotoVoltaic (BIPV) systems are building
omponents that combine other functions of the building enve-
ope with electricity generation. Double skin applications of BIPV
ystems appear as an attractive strategy for achieving the require-
ents of the new EU directive on energy performance of buildings

EPBD) [1],  in particular the integration of renewable energy tech-
ologies supporting the design of nearly-zero energy buildings
NZEB). Double skin BIPV systems may  improve the energy per-
ormance of the building envelope by decreasing the transmission
osses in winter and by reducing solar gains in summer. Apart
rom generating electricity, the pre-heated air may  reduce the ven-
ilation thermal losses and therefore the heating demand of the
uilding. At the same time, the pre-heated air might be coupled
ith a heating and ventilation air-conditioning (HVAC) system.

urthermore, the ventilation air heat extraction may  decrease the
V module temperature, which will result simultaneously in an

ncrease of PV electrical efficiency. In any case, a correct evalua-
ion of the overall energy balance of these integrated systems is
ery complex due to highly variable and dynamic aspects.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: cipriano@cimne.upc.edu (J. Cipriano),

aniel.chemisana@udl.cat (D. Chemisana).
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ecific  double  skin  boundary  conditions.
© 2012  Elsevier  B.V.  All rights  reserved.

Over the last 20 years, different EC projects have investigated
the possibility to develop a standard outdoor environment for the
energy performance evaluation of double skin applications of BIPV
systems, giving input to modelling and analysis work.

Starting from the first EC PASSYS projects (1986–1994), it
was found that BIPV system evaluation requires the combina-
tion of well-controlled experimental measurements under real
climatic conditions with detailed simulation techniques. The EC
PV-HYBRID-PAS project [2] (1994–1998) was  aimed at developing
standardised test procedures for the overall energy performance
evaluation of hybrid PV building components. Tests on hybrid-
PV components were carried out with both natural and forced
ventilation using PASLINK test cells located in several different
climates. Within this project an initial set-up of an outdoor Test
Reference Environment (TRE) was outlined. One of the conclusions
drawn from this project was  that outdoor measurements of the
energy balance must be performed under well-described and con-
trolled conditions in order to use the data to calibrate numerical
models. The PASLINK project [3] aimed to define quality require-
ments for outdoor testing and evaluation. Several partners in the
PASLINK network carried out for industry experimental testing of
PV intended for building integration.
The need for well-described and standardised testing conditions
was the core issue of the EC PRESCRIPT project [4] (1997–1999)
regarding the development and benchmarking of a pre-standard for
testing PV roofs and facades. In the context of this European project

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2012.03.023
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787788
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/enbuild
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Nomenclature

A heat effective surface area [m2]
cp specific heat coefficient of air [J/kgK]
Gt total incoming solar radiation [W/m2]
hcv convective heat exchange coefficient in the air gap

[W/m2K]
ṁ air mass flow rate [kg/s]
Ni distribution factor for the diffusely absorbed solar

radiation [–]
Qabs absorbed heat flow [W]
Qc convective heat flow rate [W]
Qe electricity production [W]
Qr radiative heat flow rate [W]
Rcv convective resistance of the PV module with the air

in the air gap [m2K/W]
Rcv2 convective resistance of the facing wall with the air

in the air gap [m2K/W]
R∗

e thermal resistance between ambient and the air gap
[m2K/W]

R∗
i

thermal resistance between internal ambient and
the air gap [m2K/W]

Rrd radiative resistance between the two air gap sur-
faces [m2K/W]

TPV PV module average cell temperature [K]

Greek symbols
˛est solar absorbance of the PV layer [–]
� PV electrical efficiency (a function of cell tempera-

ture and solar irradiance) [–]
�f inlet air temperature [K]
�int average temperature in the air gap [K]
�ope surface temperature of the external side of the PV

module [K]
�opi surface temperature of the external side of the fac-

ing wall [K]
�out outlet air temperature [K]
�se surface temperature of the air gap side of the PV

module [K]
�si surface temperature of the air gap side of the facing

wall [K]
�se thermal energy flow through the external surface

layer [W/m2]

i
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�si thermal energy flow through the internal surface
layer [W/m2]

t was emphasised that standard test procedures, as described in IEC
1215 [5],  are not directly applicable for BIPV systems.

The later EC IMPACT project [6] (1998–2000) studied the heat
xchange of a PV module to its surroundings and the first version of
n outdoor Test Reference Environment (TRE) for double skin appli-
ations of BIPV systems was built at the EC Joint Research Centre
JRC) of Ispra. The TRE was used to assess the thermal exchange
f a PV module within the building envelope. The purpose of the
xperimental work on TRE was to obtain several data series for
he same PV module under different boundary conditions and to
ompare them with data series from other PV modules. Reference
ini-modules were specifically designed during this project, for

esting the performance of similar PV module composition in fully
nsulated and free-rack conditions [7]. Several numerical models
ere developed by different authors [8–11] based on experimental
ata from the initial and improved version of the TRE.

A third and further improved version of the TRE was  built in 2009
y the International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering
ildings 50 (2012) 63–73

(CIMNE) and the University of Lleida (UdL) [12]. One of the most
relevant improvements is the support structure which allows any
inclination of the PV module to be tested, varying from horizon-
tal to vertical. In Lleida, the energy performance of the PV module
placed at the TRE opening is compared with that of two  identical
PV modules used as a reference, one fully insulated and the other
under free-rack conditions. From the experimental campaign of the
TRE of Lleida, other models have been developed by Lodi et al. [13].

From the experience gained with the 10-year experimental and
modelling work on the TRE, this paper presents a proposal for a
common Test Reference Environment for double skin BIPV systems.
This paper proposes harmonised requirements and recommenda-
tions in order to define a common procedure for testing double skin
BIPV systems in a well-controlled Test Reference Environment, thus
providing suitable input for design and modelling work.

The recently started IEA ECBCS Annex 58 [14] offers the pos-
sibility to further develop practical solutions for BIPV double skin
applications through outdoor testing and dynamic analysis meth-
ods.

2. BIPV and harmonisation

3.1
For a good understanding of the applications of PV in the built

environment that are presented here, it is important to distinguish
between the following applications:

• PV rooftop and PV cladding faç ade applications use the building
for the support structure while an impact on the energy system
is not considered.

• BIPV covers PV technology integrated in the building envelope
(roof or faç ade) giving impact to the overall energy behaviour and
functionality of the building such as a roof construction element.
Thus BIPV covers the application area where PV technology is an
integral part of the energy system of the building.

• PV/T is the technology of a separate system that produces both
electrical and thermal energy which can be utilised in a building
and could be integrated in the building envelope as well.

Sometimes the terminology of hybrid PV is used; following the
definition by ESRU [15], hybrid PV components in the built envi-
ronment are building elements in which the integration of PV
technology not only serves for electricity production, but where
the thermal impact of the elements is also used for other purposes.

Building designers are interested in the performance under
operating conditions for a typical climate, season and specific loca-
tion taking into account the energy use of their design. Integration
of PV in the building envelope implies that they not only have to
take into account electrical energy production, but also thermal
(avoiding overheating in summer) and comfort (daylight, venti-
lation and quality of air) aspects. A further consideration is that
building designers need performance indicators based on climatic
variables: ambient temperature, solar radiation, wind velocity and
site dependent data such as obstructions giving possible shading
problems.

PV components, integrated in a building’s envelope, interact
with the building in many respects. This is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. A comprehensive assessment procedure should include
the following aspects:

• Electrical performance

• Thermal processes at component level
• Seasonal dependency of the thermal performance
• Ventilation performance
• Visual performance
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ig. 1. Schematic presentation of different aspects for PV building integration [16].

Maintenance related aspects and durability
Other performance objectives

spects related to the electrical, thermal and ventilation perfor-
ances are schematically presented in Fig. 2 and briefly described

elow.

.1. Electrical performance of BIPV elements

The measurement of the electrical performance of PV elements
as already been standardised to a large extent. The electrical
fficiency, however, is dependent on the temperature of the PV
lement. If the absorbed solar heat is partially recovered for other
urposes in a hybrid component, then this will affect the electrical
fficiency due to the temperature coefficient of the active mate-

ial. The main technology is that of wafer-based silicon PV cells
85% in 2010 [17]), which is used in most common PV modules and
as a negative temperature coefficient. Therefore a combined ther-
al  and electrical performance test in real outdoor conditions is

Fig. 2. Interaction of various phenomena for a PV
ildings 50 (2012) 63–73 65

necessary. With the PV-Hybrid-Pas project [2],  outdoor test cells
were used for a calorimetric assessment of a PV system under dou-
ble skin conditions. During the IMPACT project [6], the TRE was  used
to assess the thermal exchange of the PV module with its immediate
environment.

2.2. Thermal processes at component level

The following aspects are to be investigated:

• Dynamic aspects of heat transfer through the component in the
situation without airflow in the cavity. The heat transfer is com-
plex and is further described in.

• Overall energy performances for the test duration but also for
standardised conditions. This requires the combination of real-
istic measurements with simulations, through so-called scaling
and replication techniques.

• Dependency on component dimensions. The thermal buoyancy
effects (and therefore also the electrical efficiencies) vary as func-
tion of the size (height) of the PV installation.

2.3. Thermal performance in winter and summer

The heat gained by PV modules solar absorption can be used for
heating purposes of the spaces adjacent to these PV facades or roofs.
The interaction with the space can be studied by outdoor testing of
the component in test cells. Based on the results of the outdoor
experiments, the effect of such components on real buildings and
in various climates can be studied by simulation (scaling and repli-
cation) of the energy, ventilation and daylight performance. The
thermal comfort in an adjacent room can also be evaluated [18].

The pre-heating of air under BIPV conditions is not always an
advantage. In summer period, pre-heated air may have a negative
influence on the indoor climate. In practice, different ventilation
strategies of the cavity for the summer and winter period are there-
fore required.

In addition, in the case of semi-transparent PV elements, heat

flows can pass through the inner surface of the building component
(partly direct solar gains, partly by radiation due to the high surface
temperature). This is an important effect, which is included in the
evaluation.

 component applied to a building envelope.
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plotted against the solar irradiance.
All BIPV applications differ from the conditions described above.

The main differences are to be found in the convective and radiative
heat exchanges on the rear side of the PV module. These different
Fig. 3. Temperature diff

.4. Ventilation performance

The utilisation of warm air for the purpose of pre-heating, in
articular for the colder season, needs an assessment of the venti-

ation performance of the integrated PV-installation. With respect
o the procedures for evaluating the ventilation performance, a
istinction must be made between two types of systems:

Naturally ventilated systems. The airflow rate varies over time as
a function of the outside climate, the inside climate and the use
of the building. Prediction of the performance is complex.
Mechanically driven systems. In this case, the airflow rate should
be more or less constant and known. The estimation of the ther-
mal  balance is therefore easier to make.

The technical data provided by the PV industry are based on
tandardised measurements under laboratory conditions described
n IEC 61215 [5].

The most important test procedures are:

10.2 Standard Test Conditions (STC),
10.5 Measurement of Nominal Operating Cell Temperature
(NOCT),
10.6 Performance at NOCT,
10.7 Performance at low irradiance.

Concerning 10.5, NOCT is defined as the equilibrium mean solar
ell junction temperature within an open-rack mounted module in
he following Standard Reference Environment (SRE):

 Tilt angle: at normal incidence to the direct solar beam at local
solar noon

 Total irradiance: 800 W/m2

 Ambient temperature: 20 ◦C
 Wind speed: 1 m/s
 Electrical load: 0 A (open circuit, thus no current flowing)
 Open rack mounted PV modules with optimised inclination.

Measurement of NOCT for PV modules applied as BIPV compo-

ents are of most interest as the negative temperature effect on the
aximum power is about 0.5%/◦C (referred to conditions at 25 ◦C).
A number of different circumstances occur when PV modules

re applied as integrated components in a building, which is far
 versus irradiance [22].

from the Standard Reference Environment as described in the IEC
61215:

• The inclination for faç ade application is typically 90◦, and for roof
applications it depends on the roof construction but is seldom
optimised.

• Free convection at the rear side of the PV modules does not occur.

As a consequence the most notable differences are in level of
irradiation and operating cell temperature. Therefore conversion
from PV module specifications at Standard Test Conditions (25 ◦C,
1000 W/m2, air mass 1.5 Global) to BIPV applicable electric sys-
tem design values is of highest priority as the integration of PV
in buildings continues to emerge. The conversion from STC to out-
door open rack conditions is studied in [19] and indicates an error of
about 2% for p-Si PV-modules. It is common to illustrate the thermal
and radiance relation in a graphical way  as shown in Fig. 3 where
the temperature difference between the PV module and ambient is
Fig. 4. Different BIPV conditions: integrated roof (top), ICT reference device (on the
left) and ventilated reference device (on the right) [7].
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Fig. 5. Front view of the previous experimental set-up. (a) T

hermal exchanges cause the NOCT line to move upwards in Fig. 3.
hus even if the NOCT – SRE are available, the outdoor surroundings
ay  cause a different equilibrium mean solar cell junction temper-

ture due to different ground reflectances (from asphalt, grass, grit,
tc.) and convective heat exchanges.

In Fig. 3 the standardised reference points are given, according
o the STC and NOCT conditions. From the graph, it can be con-
luded that building integrated PV applications are situated above
he NOCT line. The worst condition is when the PV module does
ot have convective or radiative thermal flows at the rear side. This
xperimental situation has been created by insulating a PV module
ith 10 cm of expanded polystyrene. The measurement conditions
erformed with this specific module, shown in Fig. 4, are referred
o as Insulated Test Condition (ICT). Since standard or guidelines for

easurement do not exist at present for these conditions, design-
rs and architects need to calculate with extrapolated data from
pecifications based on STC and NOCT data supplied by PV module
anufacturers. An ICT reference device can assist in defining the
orst PV application condition. This device has been developed and
sed by the JRC in several EU research projects and experiments [7].

. Testing
A proposal for a Test Reference Environment for double skin
IPV applications is presented.

The first version of a common Test Reference Environment for
IPV systems was designed and built at the EC JRC of Ispra during

Fig. 6. Rear view of the previous experimental set-up. (a) TRE at t
the JRC in Ispra, Italy; (b) TRE at the PCiTAL in Lleida, Spain.

the IMPACT project in 2001. The experimental set-up is shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. It is composed of a wooden box with external sizes
of 203 × 203 × 46.5 cm in order to be positioned at the opening of
a PASLINK test cell [3].  The internal south-oriented TRE opening
allowed the positioning of PV modules with the maximum sizes
of 120 × 120 and 3 cm thickness. From the bottom, air could enter
and be extracted from the top by means of 20 cm diameter tubes.
The air inlet and outlet sections were initially placed behind the
wooden box in order to make caloric experiments possible as a
design option for the PASLINK test cell.

3.1. Experimental set-up of the previous Test Reference
Environment for double skin BIPV systems in Ispra and Lleida

The initial measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 7. Several tem-
perature sensors (thermocouples) were placed in correspondence
of the inlet and outlet sections of the air cavity and at three different
heights on both sides of the insulation layer. No additional sensors
were initially placed in correspondence of the PV module surface
since the reference PV module contained specific cells to measure
the Voc corresponding temperatures and Isc corresponding irradi-
ation.

Different experiments were carried out within the first TRE set-

up, testing different PV module compositions under several air flow
rates and studying the effect of aluminium transversal fins of 5 cm
length over the air gap rear-facing surface. Dedicated PV mod-
ules were also designed [20]. Reference mini-modules were also

he JRC in Ispra, Italy; (b) TRE at the PCiTAL in Lleida, Spain.
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Fig. 7. Lateral cross-section of the previous TRE measurement set-up.

esigned for testing the performance of similar PV module compo-
itions in fully insulated and free-rack conditions. Three variables
ere measured by the device: the irradiation level by measuring

he short-circuit current (Isc) over a precision resistance, the open
oltage (Voc) and the difference between ambient and PV cells tem-
erature. In Fig. 8 the design of a reference mini-module is shown
7].

Improvements were made to the first TRE set-up. Regarding the
eometry, the air-inlet tube was substituted by a 0.1 m2 rectangu-
ar opening to guarantee a non disturbed airflow entrance, reducing
he measurement uncertainty. During the IMPACT project, JRC lab-
ratory measurements have shown the need for using honey comb
t the inlet entrance. In order to avoid shading effects due to the
rame, the PV module was mounted in line with the white painted
aç ade. External shading devices were placed in correspondence to
he air-inlet and outlet to avoid effects of disturbance from solar
adiation. Several temperature sensors were also placed in corre-
pondence to the PV module internal surface at three levels (see

ig. 7).

A third version of the TRE was built in 2009 at the Lleida Outdoor
est centre (LOTCE) of the CIMNE-UdL located in the Lleida Agri-
ood Science and Technology Park (PCiTAL). Some improvements

Fig. 8. Design of a reference
st version; (b) second version; (c) third version (variable inclination).

were made to the experimental set-up, like the new support struc-
ture, which allows for any inclination of the PV module to be tested,
varying from horizontal to vertical. In addition, the fan was placed
at the same height as the outlet tube, reducing corner effects. An
array of plastic made cylindrical tubes of 0.5 cm diameter was
placed at the air inlet in order to guarantee a non-disturbed flow
pattern (see Fig. 7).

With this third set-up, additional experiments were made test-
ing different materials at the rear-facing surface with the same
semi-transparent PV module configuration. The tested materials
include a black absorber sheet, a white diffuse reflector sheet and
an aluminium specular reflector sheet. Furthermore, several airflow
regimes for different PV module inclinations were tested [12].

3.2. Description of a standard set-up for a Test Reference
Environment

Feedback from 10-year experimental and modelling work on

TRE led to the proposal of a standardised set-up for a Test Reference
Environment for double skin applications of BIPV. An impression of
the outdoor Test Reference Environment set-up is given in Fig. 9,
where the fully insulated mini-module is positioned on the left and

 PV mini-module [7].
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ig. 9. Schematic presentation of the presented Test Reference Environment and
eference mini-modules.

he free-rack mini-module on the right. Below an explanation is
resented on geometry, instrumentation, experimental set-up and
alibration issues.

.2.1. Geometry
Requirements for the TRE geometry and materials are given

elow.
The south-oriented opening should allow the positioning of PV

odules with maximum sizes of 1.2 × 1.2 m.  The weather resis-
ant wooden box should be made by white-painted wooden panels
from 1.5 to 3 cm thick). In order to take on adiabatic conditions
ehind and to the lateral sides of the air channel, the insulation layer
f the box should be at least 30 cm thick of expanded polystyrene
EPS) (thermal conductivity 0.032–0.037 W/mK). The error due to
he conduction of these layers is less than 0.5%.

The support structure should allow any possible inclination to
e tested (from 15◦ to vertical). The air is extracted from the top by
eans of a variable speed fan in order to test different air gap flow

ates.
The PV module has to be mounted in line with the faç ade to

void shadowing effects. Adjustable external shading devices are
ecommended in correspondence of the air-inlet and outlet to avoid
ffects of disturbance from solar radiation. The shading devices
ay  be white painted aluminium panels with sizes of 1.2 × 0.4 m

n order to protect the inlet entrance. The distance from the TRE
ooden box should be around 4 cm.

The air should enter from the bottom by means of a rectangular
ntrance section of dimension 120 × 10 cm;  a honey comb structure
s recommended to guarantee a laminar air inlet pattern flow.

It is recommended to install a small inclined roof on the top of
he box to avoid water stagnation or infiltration that could reduce
isturbance from solar radiation as well.

.2.2. Instrumentation
In general, to reduce the resulting error from analysis, the high-

st attention has to be given to sensor measurement accuracy and
ts positioning. The measured signal has to represent the physi-
al meaning and should correspond with model input, therefore
isturbance from solar radiation should be avoided by shield-

ng temperature sensors. A weather station nearby could provide
mportant data for analysis, such as temperature, solar radiation,

ind speed and direction and relative humidity but these data
hould be applied for control or back-up purposes only. In principle,
ll required input data for the analysis process has to be measured
ext to the TRE.

The following requirements are considered for the TRE instru-
entation and sensors:

Surface temperatures of the PV module and the rear-side material

have to be measured at least at three different heights (in corre-
spondence to the bottom, top and middle of the air cavity). For
the PV cells temperature it is preferable to measure in the centre
of the cell to avoid border effects. Recommended contact sensors
ildings 50 (2012) 63–73 69

are stick-on type T thermocouples or PT100 (minimum accuracy
of 0.3 ◦C).

- Air gap temperatures have to be measured at least at three differ-
ent heights (in correspondence to the bottom, top and middle of
the air cavity) (see Fig. 10). Cylindrical shading protections should
be used in correspondence of these sensors to avoid effects from
direct solar radiation. It is suggested to use thermocouple piles
to measure the temperature difference between inlet and outlet
section corresponding to the bottom and top of the PV module.
Recommended sensors are type T thermocouples. Special small
devices (like copper plates of 1 cm2) may  be placed to give some
thermal mass to the sensors to obtain a smoother temperature
reading. Additional air temperatures can be measured in the out-
let tube by an array of thermocouples.

- Regarding the air flow rate measurements, it is strongly rec-
ommended to follow a standardised method for air flow
measurements in tubes [12]. For the correct application of this
method, the straight outlet duct should have a length of at least
5 times the diameter before the measuring section. Regarding
the air velocity measurements, it is recommended to use omni-
directional hot wire anemometer for air velocity lower than 0.4
m/s  and miniature cup anemometers for higher speeds.

- It is recommended to use a calibrated pyranometer for the solar
irradiance measurements. The pyranometer has to be placed in
line with the faç ade and preferably at middle height of the PV
module. The minimum resolution required is 1% of the readings.

- Ambient air temperature has to be measured with ventilated sen-
sors shielded from solar radiation; it is preferable to measure at
least in two different positions in respect to the TRE: behind, in
the shading of the TRE wooden box and in correspondence to the
air inlet section. Measuring the ambient temperature at several
positions would guarantee the measurement of the correct sig-
nals that correspond to the energy flows due to the BIPV system
boundary conditions. Some thermal mass could be given to these
sensors.

- Wind direction and speed might be measured with a cup-type
anemometer placed about 5 m in front of the TRE and at PV mod-
ule level (2 m height).

-  Electricity production: three different possibilities are consid-
ered:
◦ PV module connected with a micro-inverter;
◦ PV module connected with an MPP  tracker;
◦ PV module that enables switching from Voc to Isc with a special

electrical circuit (I–V curve generation); it is preferable to have the
PV module designed in such a way that it contains specific cells in
open circuit (to track also the PV cells temperature), and in short
circuit (for the additional assessment of the absorbed solar irradi-
ance).

3.2.3. Experimental set-up
Data have to be recorded with 1-min intervals in order to study

the dynamic effects from solar radiation and wind.
A minimum test period of 24 h is required, thus including the

night time period. In this way the energy balance during the night
can be assessed as well. Selected days for evaluation have to fulfil
several requirements. Series of days with similar solar irradiance
distribution but different temperatures and wind speeds have to be
considered for assessment purposes. Both sunny and cloudy days
have to be considered.

Since data from test-days should contain enough information,
a minimum incident solar energy of 5 kWh, during one day and

at the same inclination of the PV module, has to be reached for the
acceptance of the test. During this measurement period, wind speed
should be stable enough: data could be averaged at 8-h intervals
during one day period and if the average values differ more than
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Fig. 10. Sensor positioning of the presented standard Test Re

0% within the same day, the test has to be considered as a special
ase for the analysis.

.2.4. Calibration issues
Several experiments have been carried out at the JRC to assess

alibration information for the TRE. These include the use of heating
oils to simulate the temperature pattern of a PV module (and rear-
ide material) under laboratory conditions.

Transparent plexiglass may  also be used to substitute the PV
odule under laboratory conditions to measure airflow patterns

nd air velocity with a hot wire anemometer. These measurements
ive an impression of the flow and disturbance of the inlet air and
eveal the necessity to use honey comb in the entrance.

It is recommended, when possible, to produce reference mini-
odules and apply them during the experimental outdoor testing

7].

. Evaluation of the experimental data

2.2
The data collected during the experimental tests give input to

he evaluation work.
A proper check of the measured data for unexpected observa-

ions is required and if necessary may  be filtered in time and space
n order to be used as input signals for analysis. Simple graphi-

al representation of the signals may  indicate any inconsistency.
athematical evaluation techniques intend to identify unknown

arameters by means of comparing measured and modelled
utput. It is an approach where a model is fitted to the input data
ce Environment. (a) Front view; (b) cross view; (c) top view.

by identifying suitable values to its parameters [21]. The first step
of the evaluation process is to determine an appropriate mathe-
matical model, based on the energy balance of the system and the
available data.

4.1. The energy balance

The different energy flow processes which occur when the dou-
ble skin BIPV system is exposed to solar radiation are shown in
Fig. 11.

The evaluation of the different energy flow processes within the
system leads to the definition of three distinctive energy balances,
which refer to three energy exchange layers of the system, the PV
module, the air gap and the opaque rear-facing material.

Considerable temperature differences occur between the upper
and lower part of the three exchange layers [9,12]. It is therefore
preferable to consider three vertical levels for the energy balance
of the BIPV system [9,11],  as shown in Fig. 12.

The energy balance within each vertical layer can be done
considering spatially uniform wall temperature (UWT) or spatially
uniform heat flux (UHF) boundary conditions for the solid surfaces.
Regarding the energy balances at each energy exchange layer, the
assumption of the lumped capacitance method is acceptable (see
[10,11]) This assumption is recommended when the conductivity
of the PV module is negligible and high resolution data are not avail-

able. It is also possible to consider more detailed analysis based on
finite differences or finite elements to model the heat conduction
within the solid layers. However, since the vertical temperature
distribution within the layers of the system is not negligible and it
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Fig. 11. Schematic view of the diff

s normally non linear, both UWT  and UHF boundary conditions are
pproximations of the reality.

It follows the overall energy balance equations for each layer of
he system, considering the electrical analogy model [22]:
. Energy balance for the air gap

ṁcp(�out − �f ) = A hcv1(�se − �int) + A hcv2(�si − �int) (1)

Fig. 12. Scheme of the estimation set-up.
energy flow processes within TRE.

2. Energy balance for the external surface of the air gap

ϕse = (�ope − �se)
R∗

e
+ N∗

i ˛est Gt = (�se − �int)
Rcv

+ (�se − �si)
Rrd

(2)

3. Energy balance for the internal surface of the air gap

ϕsi = (�int − �si)
Rcv2

+ (�se − �si)
Rrd

= (�se − �opi)
R∗

i

(3)

4.2. Uncertainty of parameters

Some parameters are not exactly known in the energy balance
and give a relative high contribution to the energy balance, such as
the convective heat exchange coefficients and the solar absorption.
Special attention is paid to the identification of the convective heat
transfer exchange coefficients within the air gap. These parameters
can be determined with literature correlations [23–27] however,
they are difficult to define, especially for laminar flow.

The convective heat transfer coefficient at the exterior surface
of the PV module is normally defined as a linear or exponential
function of wind speed [28–30],  but only for high wind speed.

Regarding the solar absorption of the PV module, especially if a
semi-transparent PV module is tested, it is important to distinguish
between the absorption of the opaque (PV cells) and the transpar-
ent area by considering two  different values [9] or an equivalent
weighted value for ˛est. In order to take into account the reflec-
tive properties of the external surface of the PV module, the solar
absorption can be expressed as a function of the angle of incidence
[31]. It is also possible to take into account internal reflections with
the net transfer method [32].

4.3. Recent analysis work with data from TRE

Different authors [10,11,13] developed identification models
that fit the data by identifying suitable values to the aforemen-
tioned physical parameters of the system.
Jiménez et al. [10] developed several grey-box models for the
energy transfer evaluation of a double skin BIPV faç ade based on
experimental data from the second version of the TRE. The out-
weighing factor of grey-box models is the possibility to combine
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Fig. 13. Overview of the processes involve

rior physical knowledge of the system and statistics. The tem-
erature of the PV module was chosen as the state and the output
ariable and different linear and non-linear models were presented.
t was found that a non-linear single-state model was  the most suit-
ble for describing the dynamics convective and radiative of the
IPV energy balance.

In [11], the model formulated in [10] was applied with differ-
nt experimental data from the second version of the TRE, where
ransversal fins were placed in the air gap. Within this work, an
xponential relation between the wind speed and the ambient con-
ective coefficient was correctly identified for the specific set-up.

Lodi et al. [13] developed an extension to the models described
n [11], identifying several convective heat exchange coefficients
or different air flow rates using non-linear grey-box models based
n experimental data from the third version of TRE. The identified
usselt numbers are in the range of 10–90 for Reynolds numbers
arying from 1000 to 30,000.

. Prediction and modelling work

Modelling work intends to predict output data from validated
odels with identified or assumed parameters. Mathematical
odelling work is used to describe the dynamic behaviour of a

henomena or a process.
Over the last 10 years, the experimental data from TRE has been

sed for validation of modelling work by several academic groups.

.1. Recent modelling work with data from TRE

Starting from the first version of TRE in Ispra, Italy, Christ [8]
ompared simulation results using ESP-r. Experimental data from
his first version of TRE were compared with data from two  dif-
erent PV-Hybrid-Pas test cells located in Stuttgart, Germany and
n Athens, Greece. The developed program used the air gap heat
xchange coefficients from literature. When predictions did not
orrespond with the experimental data, a set of heat transfer
oefficients was assessed by a parameter fitting and optimisation
echnique. The conclusions of the author were that simulations of
igh laminar flow using heat transfer coefficients calculated with
tandard correlations seem to deliver appropriate predictions as
ong as the temperature differences between the PV module and the
ir are lower than 35 ◦C. For lower airflow rates and higher temper-
ture differences, the actual heat transfer coefficients were found
igher than the calculated ones probably because of the higher
ncertainty. Therefore a more detailed study of the convective heat
xchange coefficients was planned for future work.

Experimental data from the first version of TRE were used also
y Gandini [9,22] to validate a new TRNSYS model. An electrical
nalogy model which includes the PV module conduction resis-
ance was used. Within this study, data from tests carried out over
 different PV modules under several air flow rates were tested.
n order to investigate the heat transfer coefficients within the air
ap, a three-dimensional model of the air gap was developed using
LUENT 6.2.0 software, giving adjusted parameters for the analysis
e assessment of the energy performance.

process. The model showed a good agreement with the measured
values of �se, while for �si a disagreement was  found between pre-
dicted and measured values. An error of less than 5% was found in
the prediction of the electricity production. It was found that the
air inlet tube created strong local turbulences that locally increased
the convective heat transfer coefficients.

Based on these results, several changes of the TRE geometry
and set-up were considered and implemented for improved exper-
iments and high quality data.

Based on the third version of the TRE experimental data,
Cipriano [32,13] validated another TRNSYS model. UHF boundary
conditions were considered in this work and a single control vol-
ume  was  established for the energy balance within the air gap.
The heat conduction within the solid layers was modelled using
a one dimension finite element discretisation approach and 10
nodes were considered for each energy exchange layer. A first
validation was carried out in [13], thus a more precise refine-
ment of the convective heat exchange coefficient correlations was
necessary.

It is important that the model developed for double skin appli-
cations of BIPV systems should be integrated with the model of
the overall building in order to analyse the feasibility of the invest-
ment. The procedure for investigating the ability to model the test
component is divided into three stages: calibration (alignment of
the test component simulation model with experimental data),
scaling (simulation of a full-scale building with the building com-
ponent, using the “Integrated Performance View [18]” standardised
calculation) and replication (repeating the simulations with dif-
ferent locations). Within the outlined procedure, the assumption
that the simulation program is capable of modelling all aspects of
the building is done. Therefore, within the validation process, this
assumption is verified.

5.2. Feedback between evaluation and modelling work

The evaluation and modelling processes should provide a
reciprocal feedback to each other for high quality performance
characterisation. In fact, results from evaluation can be an input
for model validation work but also modelling work gives input
to evaluation for model optimisation and for a proper design of
the experimental work (see Fig. 13).  This approach has led to the
third and improved version of the TRE and to the definition of an
harmonised set-up.

6. Conclusions and recommendations

After more than 10 years of development in different European
research projects, a standard Test Reference Environment for dou-
ble skin applications of BIPV Systems is presented in this paper.
Using this reference environment for PV modules integrated in

facades or roofs, different PV module configurations can be tested
changing the boundary conditions. The paper suggests also a com-
mon  way of evaluating the data obtained from the experiments.
Mini-modules are proposed to get the required information for
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valuation. These modules give an indication of the BIPV perfor-
ance range, introducing an additional point for reference. The

rst version of the TRE was developed during the IMPACT project
nd improvements were made during the last 10 years at the
RC and Lleida. Several thermal processes are considered in the
nergy balance and several non-linear parameters are identified
y estimation. Important improvements in the controlled outdoor
xperimental set-up and data evaluation have been made based
n identifying from analysis and modelling work. Different authors
uccessfully developed numerical models, using experimental data
rom the TRE and an overview of the most important results is
resented as well.

In order to harmonise experimental work for the assessment of
lectrical as well as thermal characteristics of photovoltaic systems
n the building envelop, it is recommended to define a common
utdoor test environment as a proposal is presented herewith.
resently the definition and assessment of electrical performance
ata is defined in IEC standards but do not cover BIPV applications.
armonisation could be further developed in EU projects to support

he definition of international standards.
The definition of an Insulated Test Condition for PV modules as

escribed in this paper would support the indication of the perfor-
ance range for BIPV applications. The ICT point could be inserted

nto the IEC 61215, which now includes only STC (laboratory con-
itions) and NOCT (free-rack mounted conditions) points.
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